MATHEMATICAL AND OTHER SYMBOLS
so many units. It took the civilized world many centuries
to arrive at this simple conception, and there are to be
found in books on the subject accounts of the cumbrous
methods of multiplying, dividing and so on with numbers
expressed in other forms such as the Roman XXVII for 27.
We are ordinarily hardly aware of the extent to which our
numerical notation has come to do our arithmetical problems
automatically for us. We can place ourselves partly in the
unsophisticated position by trying to carry out a calculation
in some other notation. Even when the principle remains
the same, and a comparatively small change is made such
as reducing our numerals to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 only, and making
the effect of a place-change five times instead of ten ft/nts,
we feel like fish out of water Try for example to add, on
this understanding, 43 to 12. The answer is 110, which
in our present language we call thirty Yet this notation
is probably no harder for us than our usual notation is for
little children in school. What has occurred is that certain
habits of response to numbers have been firmly formed in
us by the arithmetical drills of everyday life ; the pathway
through this mental maze has been fixed by habits to which
these visual or auditory symbols give the starting cue.
It is exceedingly important that such habits should be
quickly, securely, and economically formed in early school
days, for which purpose many of our ordinary school drills
need overhauling, and the usual random combinations of
numbers replacing by combinations designed to distribute
practice where it is most needed.1 But still more important
perhaps is it to invite older scholars occasionally to see
why some familiar fact should be so, to see 9X7=63, for
example, as 70 less 7, or to realize clearly just why we carry
out each part of an operation such as multiplying or sub-
tracting or finding the square root. We cannot always
wait to understand a procedure before learning and using it,
nor can we continuously bear in mind just what it means ;
1 As, e g , in the Courtis Arithmetical Practice Tests.
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